
 
 
 
HOW TO FIND US AND PARKING OPPORTUNITIES 
 
We are located in the East of the city, on the 12th floor of “Lighttower”, Hanauer Landstraße 
126-128, 60314 Frankfurt am Main. 
 
 
BY CAR 
 
From South/East/West 
 
Coming from Autobahn A3, proceed to Offenbacher Kreuz and change to Autobahn A661 
direction Offenbach/Frankfurt. Take exit number 14 Frankfurt Ost. When reaching the 
roundabout, stay left and head  towards Frankfurt Stadtmitte. You have reached Hanauer 
Landstraße, proceed to house number 126-128 which you reach after continuing for appx 
800m. 
 
 
From North 
 
Coming from Autobahn A5, proceed to Bad Homburger Kreuz and change to Autobahn 
A661 direction Offenbach/Frankfurt. Take exit number 14 Frankfurt Ost When reaching the 
roundabout, stay right and head  towards Frankfurt Stadtmitte. You have reached Hanauer 
Landstraße, proceed to house number 126-128 which you reach after continuing for appx 
800m. 
 
 
Parking opportunities 
You can park at 

 The car park of Globetrotter store, Grusonstraße 2, located a five minutes walk 
away from Lighttower.  

 The car park of Edeka Scheck-in Center, Ferdinand-Happ-Straße 59, located a 
seven minutes walk away from Lighttower.  

 The parking lot on Osthafenplatz, adjacent to the left of Lighttower building. You can 
park there up to 120 minutes. 

 The parking lot in Lindleystraße. Parking time there is not limited.  
 
 
BY PUBLIC TRANSPORT 
 
Coming from Konstablerwache station: 
 
Take subway line U6 to Ostbahnhof station (4 minutes travelling time, you need a short 
distance - “Kurzstrecke”- ticket) and exit towards Honsellstraße/Hanauer Landstraße. The 
U6 line runs every 8 minutes. It is a 5 minutes’ walk to the Lighttower from the terminal stop. 
 
 
Coming from Frankfurt main station: 
 
Take any S-Bahn heading eastbound (e.g. Offenbach, Hanau, Frankfurt Süd) and exit 
Konstablerwache (4 minutes travelling time). Take subway line U6 to Ostbahnhof station  
(4 minutes travelling time) and exit towards Honsellstraße/Hanauer Landstraße. The U6 
line runs every 8 minutes. It is a 5 minutes’ walk to the Lighttower from the terminal stop. 


